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I. STORYTELLING AND THEORY CONS.TRUCTION
This lII1icle proposes that everyday collaborative storytelling is an experience in
dialectic theory-building wherein interlocutors jointly construct, critique. and
reconstruct theories of mundane events . In so doing. interlocutors draw upon and
,ocially engender cognitive and linguistic skills which underlie the intellectual

discourse of science and other educational domains that our society validates and
Ihat our schools are tasked to instruct. We propose that complex theory· building
'hrough storytelling is promoted by interlocutors' familiarity with one another
andlor the narrative events. Thus, f;)mily storytelling is a particularly rich locus
for cultivation of skills critical to engagement in the world of theory, including:

•

•

•

facility in recognizing and expressing different points of view adopted by
story protagonists and fellow narrators (i.e .. perspective-taking)~
abi lity to see onc's own and others' stories as possible 'versions' or 'theories'
rather than necessarily factual accounts of what has happened (i.e . .
metacognition);
competence to weigh different perspectives on a set of events. evaluating and
challenging the appropriateness and validity of particular narrative theories
(i.e., analytic/critical thinking);
ability to rework/reframe the perspectives of both protagonists within the
story narrative and co· narrators who are analyzing the same story from their
own vantage points (i.e., theory-reconstruction).

In all these ways and more, collaborative storytelling (i.e . , co·narration) both
fosters and depends on the refinement of sociocognitive and sociolinguistic
skills. As such, the inevitably dialogic storytelling in such untutored settings as
th~ routine family dinner may be an underrated resource for children's intellec·
tual development.
This article describes an illuminating way in which collaborative family storytelling at dinnertime stimulates, and thus socializes, these functions of language.
We analyze how perspective·taking, critical thinking, and theory·(relconstruction
come into playas narrative 'facts' and ideas are presented, pulJed apart, and
reinterpreted. This process is facilitated. we posit, by the very nature of the
family dinner-its familiarity. its 'captive audience' over time. and its generally
shared expectation that daily experiences and perspectives will be aired and
selectively entered into the evolving 'family album' of collective memories.
Our work supports the notion that storytelJing is not normatively monologic but rather an intcractionally achieved discourse and sense-making activity.
Goodwin (1984), Jefferson (1978), Mandelbaum (1987), Sacks (1972, 1974).
Schegloff (1972), among others, havc demonstrated that. while there may be a
principal namltor, or Initial Teller. who introduces a story into ongoing talk,
others co-present contribute critically to the direction that the story takes and, in
this sense, function as ·co-authors' (cf. Ouranti, 1986)-with, presumably, the
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incumbent 'rights· and responsibilities of co·ownership. (See also Ochs, Smith,
& Taylor, 1989.) To this end, all co·present parties play an important role in the
process of storytelling even when not verbally eliciting or supplying information,
simply from their nonverbal indexes of attC!ntion and stance .
The emphasis placed on collaborative narrative activity in this article is compatible with sociocognitive parddigms, where cognition has been shown to be
socially constructed (cf. Cicourel, 1973, in press; Cole & Cole, 1989; Griffin &
Cole, 1984; Hutchins, 1988; Leontyev. 1981; Luria, 1976. 1981; Vygotsky,
1978, 1986; Wertsch , 1985). In a given task , cognitive work is seen to be shared
among participants, and cognitive skills develop through joint activity, especially
through discourse activity. In the sociohistorical approach to the development of
thought, pioneered by Vygotsky (1978, (986), Luria (1976) and Leontyev
( 1981), language is seen as a semiotic tool. mediating among participants in a
social interaction and impacting their ways of thinking about the world. It is not
just a medium for communicating 'facts' and ideas but. perhaps even more
importantly, a medium for collaboratively constructing and evaluating ideas and
recasting 'facts' as interpretations.
What we add here to this perspective on the dynamics of storytelling is a
perception of storytellers as collaborative theory·builde" and, 'in that sense, not
unlike scientists. In everyday casual storytelling. theories are typically about
personal events; in scientific circles, the theories are typically about impersonal
discipline·relevant evcnts. Collaboration. however, characterizes tbcory.building
in both contexts.
In the past two decades. numerous sociologists, historians, and philosophers
of science (including both so·called natural and human sciences) have argued the
nature of theory construction. Some have challenged the realist position (cf.
Popper, 1959) that individual scientists discover facts inherent in the universe.
(For a discussion of this dialectic in science. see Angeles. 1981; Gilbert &.
Mulkay, 1984; Laudan, 1984; Walker, 1963,) These scholars take the point of
view that scientists construct 'facts' rather than discover them and that they do
so through co<onstruction (i.e., construction involving more than one participant). Debunking the image of the lone researcher tucked away in a persooaI
laboratory. these scholars have suggested that imponant explanations-in the
form of theories-emerge out of everyday conversational interaction about collective observations among members of a research group and thus depend on a
social interactional process (cf. Gilbert & Mulkay, 1984; Knorr-Cetina, 1981;
Kuhn. 1962, 1970; La,our & Woolgar, 19K6; Lynch, 1985; Traweek, 1980).
From this point of view, talk in social interaction is thus critical. in science as
elsewhere, not only to the engendering of theories (theory construction) but a100
to the establishment of those theories as valid generalizations (theory critique).'
This perspective recognizes that scientific and other scholarly thinking thrives
in an atmosphere of open·mindedness where every ·fact' is vulnerable to chal·
lenge. Scientific laboratories and schools are predicated on the assumption that
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" uman awareness gains from cultivaling the ability to step out of our world of
fact' and sometimes rigid convictions in order to consider alternative ex planaHms and multiple perspectives on our reality. (For a lucid discussion of these
"sumptions in the classroom. see Heath. 1983.) We suggest that this process is
nlll the exclusive property of science and other intellectual pursuits trained in the
la .. room but that it is bolh availabie and potenlially plays an equally powerful
IHle in family interaction. cultivated through such media as everyday dinncnime
d )-narration.
The implications of our observations are potentially far-reaching, especially as
regards the respective roles of and ideal conditions for effective schooling vis-~
vis family apprenticeship in the kinds of cognitive skills we are addressing.
Vygotsky (1986) postulated that scientific thought is an outcome of social in(eraction between teacher and child in fonnal school settings. What we are
,uggesting here, however, is that collaborative storytelling is a vehicle by which
families-in varying degrees and styles-socialize their children into certain
linguistic, social, and cognitive structures and practices that constitute 'scien(ific' discourse and thought, polentially long before they enter kindergarten . Our
data show that at dinnertime-and clearly in other family aClivities as well (e .g . ,
,<0 Preece, 1985, regarding Ihe discourse of carpool time)-children are audience to and often direct contributors to jointly produced narratives in which conarrators construct and evaluate explanations of events and thus engage in basic
processes of scientific thought.

TABLE I
Family Dinner1irM Data Base: 12 <':lIuac:aslan-AlMrican FamUka

.;0

<':hlldrtn In Famlly-Wllh Age and Gender 01 Each
Family
by SES

Adults
....... nt

TC - 2

T(;-I

M.F
M.F
Sue
M.F
Schuhz
M.F
"1&11 SES "1 .... Ace

Cook

Pop~r

Crosby

Gm:r
Hope
l.oc:ke
Mid SES

M,F
"1
M,F
I;S-m
M,F
O:9· m
Mun Ace

"1---"1
"1 ,0-- ,(f)-'Jone.
"1.0-' .( Fl--Nonh
Low SES Mean Ale
Otlerall Mean Ale

8all
Jcuup

I;s.f
3:7·m
3;8·m

4 ;4·m

Tarad
Child

l'C

-t

I

TC + 2

TC + 3

(l4:7·m)-

4; II · m
S:O-f
S:S-f

~;O·m

~: I -m

~;7.r

5;4

~;S

4:11·(
6:1 · (
S: II·(
S:8·(
5;8

6:6-f
7:6-(

IO:8-m

K;7-m
7:6-(

9:8·(

+.

7;IO'm
7;.5·m

7;6

4:11·(

~ : 4-m

S:7-f

7:(()'f

SoH
6:3·f

f'I ; IO-m
II ;S-m
8:1
8;1

5;6
5;6

TC

IO;8-m
II :8·m

17:7-f

tl:9-(

KEY: M - molher. F ... ralher.O - other aduh. TC - largel child

TC-l. TC-2 - younger liiblin,s or TC in dcKending order
TC + I . TC + 2. TC + 1. TC + .. - oltlcr ,iblinls of TC in ascendin, order

2. DATA COLLECTION
The data analyzed for this article consist of Iranscriptions of verbal and nonverbal
IIctivity at dinnertime in Iwo videotaped evenings each from 12 English-speaking
American families-4 High. 4 Middle. and 4 Low SES (see T.ble I).' The
corpus includes 54 stories from thc 24 dinners . These data are drawn from a
larger study (principal investigators: E. Ochs, T. Weisner) of the discourse of 20
families, each with a 5-year-old child (our 'target child') who has al least one
older sibling.'
Each family was videotaped twice in a two-week period from about 5 p. m.
until the 5-year-old was in bed . During the actual dinner-eating period of these
videotaped evenings. field workers left the camera on a tripod and absented
Ihemselves. thus minimizing intrusiveness. In addition. during two intervening
evenin,., audio rccoruingll were mude hy the rumily without reseu.n:hcrli prescnt.

3, STORYTELLING AS A TYPE OF NARRATIVE ACTIVITY
In this section, we consider propenics of storytelling vis-l-vis other types of
narrative activity. characterizing stories in terms of three dimensions-a temflO",1 dimension . a confi~urational dimension. and a problem-solving dimension.

( - remale child. m .. mille child
All (amily !iumamcs and ramily rnem~r nlll1'lCS used in Ihis ankle ate: ps.Ndonynu .
Regarding SES. sec endno(e 3.
"The olde~1 child in the Grcer (.mlly wa~ IIbKnl. IIvinl wilh hi. ralher; or IhelC 12 (amilia. only
(he Greers and Jessups are single-mother families .
""In the case o( che Nonh family. ' OIher' is che mlilemalgrandmother lhey live with; ia Ibe loots
(amily. ' other' includes two uncles (one lives with chem).
• .... In boIh the North and Jones (amilies. the: f<llher arrived for dinner after the otbt:t family
members had already eaten and he ale in the living room with omers present.
•• U1bc father in the Sail family was no( preseO( for dinner because he worts unlill&&c i.a the
evening during hllf (he year. including our visits.
NO/~ .

3.1 Temporal Dimension
In identifying narratives in our transcripts. we relied in part 00 a linguistic
definition of n",rr"'tive propused hy Lubov (1972): Dt ICDst two clauses conjoined
by a temporal disjuncture . Most definitions of narrative (cf. Bruner, 1986; de
Beougrande, 1982; Heath. 1983; Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Miller & Sperry,
1988; Polanyi, 1979; Ricouer. 1981; Stein & Glenn, 1979) involve some notion
of temporal sequentiality, typically one in which an initial state is disrupccd by an
event which produces a subsequent stale.
'There are, of course, three tempo",1 dimensions available: narratives of past.

I!
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i' rescnt. and future time. Stories of personal experience-the focus of the presenl
.lUdy-represenl bUl one lype of narralive aClivily, lhal is. one lype of narralive
c: ntered around past-time events. (Stories may also refer to present and future
li me implications and consequences of the narrated past events .)

SIOry: Narrative activity which articles a central problematic event or circumstance
arising in the immediate or distant past and the subsequent past, prescnt. and future

1.2 Connguratlonal Dimension
\Imosl every researcher who analyzes narralive agrees lhal narralive is charach:rized by more than temporal organization, for every narrative indexes narrators'
I"''''peclives on lhe lemporally sequenced evenlS. As Goffman (1974 , p. 504)

deal with IE. Consequences. and Reactions.

Ilotes:
A talc or anecdote , that is . a replaying, is not merely any reponing of a past event.
In tbe fullesl sense, it is such a stalement couched from the personal perspective of
an actual or pocential participant who i ~ located 50 that some temporal. dramatic
development of the reponed event pnk:ccds from that sta.rting point.

J"his perspeclive is whal Ricouer (1981) calls lhe 'configuralional S!rUClUrc' of
which invades every aspect of the narrative, including which events
.tle selecled for lhe lelling, how lhey are lemporally ordered, lhe grammalical
.Ind lexical expression of the events. intonation. and voice quality.
II is lhis dimension which panicularly inle"sls us in lhis anide: firsl, because
Ihe activity of cons!rUcling narralive perspeclives (i.e., configuralions) is relaled
h ) (and gives rise 10) lhe aClivily of conslrucling lheories; and, second, because
Ihe aClivity of inlerpreling and assessing narralive perspeclives is relaled 10 lhe
, cienlific or other scholarly aClivily of inlerpreling and assessing lheories.

actions/states relevant to interpreting and responding to the problem. Storytelling
may entail the eliciting and/ or supplying uf the following Story CootribuUoaa!
Abstracts, Settings. In itialing Events (IE). Internal Responses to IE. Attempts to

Example (I) illuslrales a slory narrali ve . This slory, launched by 7-year-ol,
Inilial Teller Oren and collaboralively "conslrucled by his molher and father
wilh lhe polenlially crilicallhough silenl conlribulion of his 5-year-old sisler.
audience, revolves around a central IE in which Oren ate a chili pepper which hi
mOlher had lhoughl 10 be a green bean or green pepper:
(I)

Mother (Pa.tricia )
Falher (Dan)
Oren (older sibling: boy. 7;5)
Jodie (larger child: girl. 5;0)

1I~lTItive.

Patricia has just been d<lailing what sht put in tht guacamolt tMy art talin!
When sht mmtions hal salsa and chili p'ppus. Ortn immtdiattly gasps, pr.
ttnds to dit in his chair, and thtn 'rtvives with his rtcall of this slory:
Oren:
Mother:

.1.3 Problem-Solving Dimension
.\ third feature of narrative is the presence or absence of a central narrative
problem. In our analytic framework . narrative types emerge from the convergence of the temporal dimension with a plus or minus problem-solving orieolation. Thus, stories are similar to reports in that both are centered around pastli me evenls and both allow for lhe possibility lhat narralors may posit causal
\.·xplanations or causal links between events. However, stories are unlike reports
In lhal slories Cocus on-and may even be mOlivaled by-a cenlral problemalic
event or <iICumslance. Wrilers calilhis cenlral evenllhe 'inciling even!' of lhe
' lOry (Sharif, 1982); we will adopllhe psychologisls' lerm 'inilialing even!' (cf.
Stein & Glenn, 1979). This Inilialing evenl or ciICumslance (lhe IE) is seen as
",:ausing internal psycho)ogical responses and/or certain overt action responses,
Ihal is, altempls to deal with lhe IE.

.' ,4 A Working Definition oC Story
Oiven the above demarcalion of slorie, as pasl-lime , problem-solving narralives,
we formulale lhe following work in!! definilion:

·Chill Peppers" Story (excerpt)

Father:

Wasn ' t it funn y? (when wh-) Wasn't it funny when you - thought that thin, w:
a pickle? and I ate it?
no that wasn' t funny. - I thought it was uh urn:: «(looks at Dan)) - I green beaJ
((fl()d.f y~s))

I
Oren:

Mother.

and - it was rea lly a ch ili·! - it was really a chili? - when I was about ((turning
M o m)) how o ld ·!
((looking 10 D Ull )) How old WitS he Dan? when Ihal happened?

I

Father:
two
Mother. Was he even two'?
( 1.0) ((no n OI;aabJ~ a!firtnlJlion from Dan))
Oren: yeah I was two:? - and then - and then you know what happened? - ((10 Jodit)
ate that chili pepper? .h «(imiIQting u(·,ion of ~DI;ng it}) and Mom thought it w
a be3n'? - and I ale it? and I burned 10 death ((turns 10 Mom)) - what hap1penc
- whal =

Mother.
Oren:

Mother:

= You

burnt your mouth

(1.2) ((O"n and Mom looking 01 tach orh<r))
(was) it allover?
((nodding Y<S)) (it w.. tI thought )

I
Oren:

DicJ I hafta go 10 the hospital ?
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h~od

ther:

((shaUs

Iren:

what - (did they) harIa do?
We gave you icc
when:
in your mouth
oh: my god - How long did I . keep it in
(a few minutes)

I her:

Iren:
1her:

Iren:
ther:

nations they offer are challengeable. Whelher or not the potential for challenge is
taken up and the story takes on the dimensions of theory rather than 'factual'
explanation is a function of an Initial Teller's or Other Co-narrator's willingness
to invest the group with her/ his investigative. iconoclastic. or other theory(de)constructing orientation .

no onu? low voia)) (nah)

4.1 The Explanatory Component

I
,I her:

Iren :
" her:
)rcn:
'Iher:
tl her:

(did/do) you kids like the mango'! ((rai,,-;nx hi.f manRiJ rind))
Did I love it in '!
You wen: crying
(0.8)
I didn't like it (in there?)
((s~s

Mad no)) - You were hurting . - Your mouth hurt - II was burned=

((/~Qn;II'

to Jodi~)) -Oren - 1 mc.m Jodie - (did) you (kids like the mango)?

I
' lren:

((10 Mom))

(I

know)

I
.Iher:

(it was like - I·) - we

wen: (in

I

restaurant?)

I
1,",ie: ((s/uJUs Mr h«uJ no
tlher:

Can I hive this? ((to

10

Dad))
pointinx In p;rct' of roll on Jodi,'s piau})

Jodi~,

I
I

)ren :

YOUR FAULT - YOUR FAULT= ((po;nt;ng
h~r ('hUk))

01

Mom anti "aching ovu Iii ht"s

IO&lchinx

1,",ie: ((shaus Mad no

iii

Dad))

I , ~ie :

~ my fault
hhh ((sfJ/lltJuXh-lIt Ort'n'~' ,"m't'"\ loM'tJrd Mom?)}

,ther.

I thought it was

,(her:

4$

({noddinx y,.f)) ... II

((Or~n now pinc"hing both 0/ Mom's chtd.s)) a um - green
pep?per . .HHHHH • ((pulling O"n's hands away)) OW that ",ally hurts
honey?
()ren: your fault - (I gel 10 do whatever I wa"nt to do once)

As to this story's illustration of the dynamics of co·narration, note that, while
Icn's mother makes the most verbal contributions as co-narrator here. not only
..:s she bring in the father's verbal contribution but also Oren's gaze to his sister
199ests how, even though silent, Jodie too can function as 'active' co-narrator,
r very presence having potentially served as an important factor in Oren's
Iliating the story. The organization of this story and its illustration of the
trious Story Contribution types is further cltplicated in section 4 . 1 below.
4. STORIES AS THEORIES
11 stories in our corpus manifest one of the two major properties of all theories:
"v present explanations. The other major property of Iheories is thaI the expla-

Stories meet the explanatory criteria of theories in that storytellers posit at least
one problematic event (the IE) which frames or recasts other narrated events as
fitting into an explanatory ~quencc (e .g " l'ausc and effect). It is as if • c"
narr.tor enlists the support of the IE to create an explanatory construct. In aU
stories, the IE is treated as provoking (explaining) internal psychological/emotional states and/or external physical actions or conditions (cf. Trabasso,
Secco, & Van Den Broek , (984). In some stories, the Initial Teller or Other Conarrator may introduce or analyze pieces of Setting as explaining the IE (see
Ochs. Smith, & Taylor, 1989). Sometimes. psychological responses to lEs may
be attributed as explaining external actions or conditions which in twn explain
other actions or conditions . Attempts/Consequences can be cast as having become problematic in themselves, that is, new IEs, triggering further Attempts
and Consequences, and so forth . Conversely. an event cast by one co-narrator as
an IE may be recast by the same or another co-narrator as having been an
Attempt to deal with , or a Consequence of, an earlier event thus brought forward
as the 'real' IE (which, again, may potentially be recast as an Attempt/Consequence of an earlier IE . . , et,-= . ).
As a simple example of explanatory sequencing. in " Chili Peppers," Example
(I). Oren's eating a chili pepper (the IE) that his mother had mistaken for a green
bean or green pepper (Selling) is posited, through co-narration. as triggering a
series of events (Attempts and Consequences) including Oren's burning his
mouth, receiving ice . and crying as well "' a range of affective/psychological
states (Internal Responses to IE and Reactions to Attempts and Consequences)
reconstructed in such lines as " Did I love iI"" (Internal Response), "Wasn't it
funny?" and "Ilt'sl YOUR FAULT IMom!" (Reactions) and in a present-time
vindictiveness (wherein Oren pinches his mother. in order to ' get back'). Causeeffect explanation is central to this storytelling and perhaps even to its motivation: Oren's ultimate sanctioning of his mother ( ... gee to do whatever I want to
do once") has been carefully predicated , it seems. on the narrative activity's
jointly produced reconstruction of cause.
4.2 The Challengeability Component
A second characteristic of all theories and potentially of stories as well is that
their explanatory accounts are treated not as fact but as challengeable. In OW'
corpus, one or another family member-either Initial Teller or Other Co-n.,..
rator-may treat the narrative exposition as but one possible venlon of experi-
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cnce and may call il inlo queslion and /or suggesl an altemale explanalion . In Ihe
terms of conversation analysis, Ihe challenge funclions somewhal like a repair
,"ilialion in Ihal il signals a !rouble source (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977).
In "Chili Peppers," for example, Ihe Reaclion which opens Ihe narralive (Oren:
" Wasn'l il funny?" ) proffers an inlerprelalion of evenls which is immedialely
c'hallenged by an Wer Co-narralor's conlrasling poinl of view (Oren's mOlher:
"No lIlal wasn'l funny . . . "). The challenge addresses al leasl one !rouble
, ouree-his mOlher's difficulty wilh Oren's affeclive frame for lIle narralive

Lucy:
Mother:

4,2.1 Tiu Ttugtt of the Chollenge
Challenges may be addressed by co-narralors loward some nonpresenl Ihird
party (such as a protagonist in a story) or toward a present co-narrator. In the case
of family dinnenime slorylelling, Ihis usually means challenging eilher a Ihird
pany who is not a family member or a presenl co-narralor who is_

I
MOlher:
F•• her:

(Jusr!) . I don ' t think

M~

urn Andrews is

being rair because urn
((high-pilch<d)) (?do you?) =
=(.boul wha!)

I
Lucy:

Mother:
Lucy:
Mother.
Lucy:

Mother:
Lucy:

4.2./.1 Cholltng<s to Third-Party P",ptctiv<s
In keeping with the preference for agreement in conversation (Pomerantz.
1975; Sacks, 1987), mosl of Ihe challenges in our corpus are 10 a nonpresenllhird
pony's approach 10 paSI evenls. Indeed. mOSI of our family dinner slories evolve
from an Inilial Teller's complainl aboul a nonfamily slory prolagonis!. In Ihese
cases, Inilial Tellers appear 10 e1icil familial suppon for Iheir explanalion of
evenlS over lIlal of a Ihird pany. Co-narralors lend Ihen 10 join logelher 10
l"hal!&nge the third party's pcn;pectivc on the narrative situation . Co-narrators'
versions are thus congruent with onc .mother in such cases but incongruent with
Ihal of. (nonpresenl) Ihird pany. This pauem is exemplified in Ihe beginning of
Example (2), " The Delenlion," where Lucy opens Ihe slory wilh a complainl/challenge ("I don'llhink Mrs . um Andrews is being fair because . . . ")
and her mother and younger brother readily align themselves with her and against
Mrs. Andrews:

Mom?=
= (.nd) she's . good person '0 know (.00)

Lucy:

I.:vents.

Such challenges 10 narralive explanalions vary in lerms of bolh I) Ihe largel of
the challenge, and 2) Ihe nalure of Ihe challenge.
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Father:
Chuck:

When we were back at school urn . this girl? - she pulled urn • Vicky"s dress
((puts IuJnd to knu)) up !'here ((gmur« with hand high on CMsr)) ill fioo. of
.he boys
mhm?
She only - all she did was get a day in detention
mhm? - you think she should have gotten suspended?
(0.6)
aI LEAST - Tha!'s
(0.4)
mhm?
(it's) not allowed in scho1ol.>=((Fothu cI~ars throat))
( 1.8)
((10 MOlh~r. smirking)) hrn - ronunately capital punishment is still=Was it a girl? Lucy? that did it? or a boy.

-I
Father:
Chuck:

(beyond the pur? . view) of elementary school principals
( 1.0)
Chat d id that?

I
Mother:
Chuck:
Mother:

(Vicky / Lucy) (was so embarrassed huh Lucy)
hm?
Lucy) was really embarrassed ((nodding yes. tallcing while eatilll))
-(I mean you / Lucy really) would have liked to killlhe - the girl - huh?
((nods yu slowly . O.f jh~ ch~ws. forI.; ;n moulh))
(CUI

(1.6)

Mother:
Lucy:

I
(2)

"'The Detention" Story

Mother:

(cuz) you were upsel with her - ((jpt'llking very fOjl)) But you were heJd bacl
because you (thought) your school was goin' to do it and the school didn t do i
and you (eel up~CI
9

Mother
Father
Lucy (older sibling: girl , 9;7)
Chuck (largel child: boy, 6; I)

/n answer 10 a qutstionfrom Chuck, tht family ho, bttn di,clU,ing dtgrtt, of
familiarity a JHrson can hav~ with coll~aRu,s at work or school. Chuck has jU.fl
m~ntioned Mrs. Andrews. th~ school principal. as an ~xamp/~ of som~one he
knows "~ry w~II, IriRR~rinR appro,"," from MOlh~r and Ihis story ;n;l;at~d by

(2 .6)
1 think?

Chuck:

~hc should - be : in there for At h· whole MONTH? or 50=(well maybe)
(0.6)
each day she('d) harLa go there - each day each day each day even iI7 • (lhc·

Lucy:

Iryo

Chuck:

?:

I
&0 to detention more Ihan three limes - lhc.n you gel suspended

r

,I. ..

.. f• . • '

I •••• : • • • , . . _ . • ~ , ,, , .

,r_

,h . ... h ... .. , !'T" =, nv r i m,,", "

~

Lucy:

Father:

three
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if 10 show J fingers))

of Other Co-narrators in our family data 10 respond supportively to an Initial
Teller's complaint about a third party's perspective. Here we find Mother (Marie)
as Initial Teller and Father (Jon) as Other Co-narrator jointly construcling a
perspective incongruous with that of a non present story protagonist, Marie's
employee Rita:

((ra;s~J

hand as

yes))

((roods

(0.4)
Chuck:
Father:

Lucy? . you only ever went 10 it ~ - right?=
,. (( cI~Qrs throot)J
(1.0) ((Utcy arch~s her back. ~yn op~n widr.loolcs shocked. starts shaking her
h~ad

Mother:

no once: Father looking at Ittr))

(3)

Jon (rather)

Marie runs a day-care center out of her own home. In the following story. she
recounts the reaction she got upon telling her assistant, Rita, tMt she had
arranged for Rita to gtl a day offfrom work. Marie and Jonfocus on tM contrast
beIWun their shartd perspective (that they have bun generous employers) and
Rita's alleged view that she works too much and that an extra day off is insuffident. Marie initiaus this story 10 minutes illto dinner while shifting the/DOd 011
her plate with her fork and beginning rtf/ectively; the story ·audienc.' includes
Marie and Jon's 3-, 5- and B-ytar-old children.

(0.4)
((louder)) yeah (that was )

1(she was in it) once?

Mother:

(0.6)
Lucy: Once.
(It was) in (Mr Dodge)'s year
(1.4)

Chuck:

only

~

- that's all

I

( 1.8)

Moeher:
Chuck:

(for fighting on the playground )'!
((with convkliun. buildil1l( spud to a crt.fanau)) (Lucy/only if you) gel (il) "-

Moeher:

second and (a) third and the fourth? that means you're out right!
Well? no honey nUl every YC;Ir. . You're OIlInwcd 10 sltln new every yeur.

(1.4)

Father:
Mother:

orr Story (beginning or a 2-round story)

Marie (mother)

I

Mother:

"Rita's Day

(You've been in ii/You can tell us can't you?)

(I'm lis?tening)
Father.
Lucy: ((low to Chuck. glaring?)) (thanks)

Lucy:
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((looking at Mum. grinning}) like the ~tatutc of limitations hh
( I.g)
((to Chuck)} Things run out afler a while

Marie :

(0.4)
.km:
Milfie:

Jon:
Marie:

bctter'-or at least trying to. At first. Chuck's contributions to the narrative arc
requests for clarification but, by mid·narrative, as he works up a sort of vigilante
cheerleader fervor, they take the fonn of proposed 'Attempts' to deal with the
narrative problem (revising the actual narrative Consequences) in a way that
would bener support and satisfy Lucy's third-party challenge (Chuck: "I think?
she should - be: in there for a h- whole MONTH? or so .. . each day she'd haft.
go there - each day each day each day . . . ")
-

•

._ ,

...... .

'

ro, ~.

",.,. .. I' .. _L, .....

:1I"r' ..."'",,, ....... •~nt1~nrv

Oh yeuh 1
Yeah· on Monday'! . with pay?
(0.4)

Why ((snijJs))
Why? Well that's what 1 thought about after I got the response from Rita. She
was like· you know "Forty some hour1l a week" ! don't know - it s:oundcd Ilite
she had worked it all out in her mind - "Forty five hours a week? is ~ mu:c:h

Here. we see how the drive for co·narrator congruence at the outset leads to an
identificalion by Mother with Lucy's narralive ve~ion (especially Lucy's Internal Responses to the IE, e.g .• "you were upsct with her") and to a richly coconstructed delineation of appropriate values and consequences that should pertain in an outside world, the world of the school (e.g., Mother: "you think she
should have gotten suspended?"; Lucy: "at LEAST"). Father takes a detached
moderator-like role, but younger brother Chuck gets caught up in the overriding
enthusiasm of Mother's and Lucy's perspeclive 10 the point of 'going them one

I asked Billy's Mom? - to barter with me'! - for the two days 1 did (the) day care
for her? - to give Rita it. day off?

work" .h I reit like - (If-Itumi-) - I had to kinda hold my temper down because
she pushed a button . - Instead of somebody - I mean J did her a (.\IOr.

I
((Mari~

INgins gesturing with hands, poiruing

/0 JOII Q.S

W

sp,alcs))
Jon:

If Rita's working too much and

I
Marie:
Jon:

1(I'm) giving her

-feels she's working too many hours a week? she doesn't belong here

I
((Mar;~

Marie:

Jon:

nods and wags finger to concur))

That 's what I· ((nodding yes)) • that's how I felt especially for the-amount of
money she's making
She's m.- That was our deal in the beginning n she she's lavin, -

I
Marie:

Yeah
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I)

Jon:
. Iane:

Jon:
.Iane:

Jon:
.Iarie:

= at five instead of five thir?ty - my original

((pointing 10 Jon as she ,alb. ~/how on lab/~))
= eight to five thirty ((as h~ resumn eating))

Jon:

I
J know

I

My - my point is that - the response that would have made me feel
like my effort had been wonhwhi :'!:lc would be - uh "Gee: thanks - you know
the: - I ruly could use the day ofT It's nicc to have a break" whatever whatever

Yeah of course (she should be thankful)=
((Jon starts to drink waltr and fim}.", his glass empry))
-Bu:1 - she turned it around like "You owe it to me=

Jon:
.Iane:

agreemcnt(was)::::

Right
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narrator contributions to supplying the psychological responses of her daughter.
as protagonist and Initial Teller, even intensifying their expression (Mother:
"Lucy was really embarrassed ... would have liked to kill the girl . .. you
were upset with her"? But you were held back because you thought . . . and you
feel upse!"·). In "Rita·s Day Off:· Other Co-narrator Jon ·goes one further',
quickly picking up on the tone set by Initial Teller Marie's representation of thirdparty protagonist Rita and supplying-no less passionately or authoritatively
than the Initial Teller does-even the very language of the Internal Response
presumed for Rita (Jon: " ... Yeah ·It·s about time you gave me something ... • "). Internal Response co-constructions thus seem both popular and
powerful vehicles for co-narrator collaboration in sustaining a third-pany
challenge.

-This is something (.hh) you owe me"

I

Yeah "I'm a·" Yeah "It's about time you gave me something I've been wail in (to see how)" Uh huh?

r"~ story cont;nu~s with Ma,i~ and Jon's co-narral~d tlaboration of RitQ'S

·,",ittd timt on tht job and of th, duy.<·oJf ulrtady alloeattd htr. Itading to a
.roadtr discussion of htr al/itucl,. raiJinx thr qu"tion of htr appropriattntss
or Ih~ position.

Here, even a potentially ambiguous ·· Why" contributed by Jon in the fourth

11m of the narrative i, immediately interpreted by Initial Teller Marie as support,ye of her perspective and leads to a crescendo of mutually sustained challenges
., the audacity of Rita's perspective (as repre,ented by them). Simultaneously,
hey work in tandem to reinforce a 'family takc' on such values as the work ethic.
IIOW to show appreciation. the imponilOce of honorability. and the sanctity of II

·deal" (Rita being shown to have violated or begrudged a verbal contract).

4.2.1.2 ChtJlltnge. to Co·Narrators· Pu.<ptctivts
In both "Rita's Day Off" and the initiill portion of "The Detention," we have
seen co-narrators support one another's version of what took place and what
should have taken place . In other instances of storytelling. however. c~narra.tors

challenge one another·s story versions. For example, Other Co-narrators may
make a move that explicitly or implicitly calls into question an Initial Teller's
story perspective. This is what happens indirectly in '·The Detention" when
Chuck brings out the heretofore unmentioned infonnation that Lucy herself had
once been given one day·s detention by Mrs. Andrews. Chuck thereby (inadvertently?) challenges Lucy's version of the story by indicating that Lucy's problem
with Mr,. Andrews is not only that she and Mrs . Andrews have different perspectives on the problematic event of someone pulling Vicky's dress up in front of the
boys but also (the alternate explanation) that she had suffered no less a punishment from Mrs. Andrews for something she considered much less serious.

A more elaborate, more overtly confrontational example of challenging a conarrator·s perspective is provided in the following story (4). '· Photo Negatives."
Here we find the same principal c~nWTators as in Example (3) above, Jon and
Marie, Ihis time deconstructing one another's version of events:

These last two stories offer classic examples of how an Other Co-narrator can

Illake significant substantive contributions to joint theory-building. not just elicitIng but actually supplying characterizations of events to which the Other Co-

(4)

"Photo Negalivn" Story

. hallenge to a third party·s position . In ··The Detention,'· the fervor of both

Marie (mother)
Jon (rather)
Dick (oldest sibling: boy. 8;7)

"v1other's and Chuck's involvement in contributing to the elaboration of narrative

Janie (Cargcl child: girl. 5; II)

~sponscs. attempts. and consequences adds to and reflects the charismatic
I ~lwer of the prevailing theory (before its exposure). In both stories, the adult

Evan (younger sibling: boy. 3;7)

narrator was not even witness, in the interest of reinforcing a family member's

I

, )ther Co-narrators reinforce support of the Initial Teller's position especially
,,,werfully through the supplying of Internal Responses which serve to 'transI"rt· the Other Co-narrator into the time and place-at least the spirit-of the
lIarrated events. In "The Detention:· Lucy·, Mother devoted her Other Co-

Aboutfivt minults afttr tht "Rita·s Day Off· Story in (3). Marit again initialts a
story by tvoking an incidtnt whieh htJpptntd turtitr in tht day: afrltnd. SIUGII.
htJd comt by and oJftrtd to takt th~ir ntgativtsfor rtprints but. whtn Marit stili
Janit

10

ask Jon whtrt tht ntl<alivt.J

w~r,. .

tht rt.Jpon.ft was ont of

IIOn-
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Jon's ptrSpfctivflt xplanation is thaI a communication brtokdown
r.sul"d from Jani"s "portedly asking him if he could get them rath" than

Evan: Oa:ddy wHnts me 10 use - a !!!£kin
Marie: That's a good th ing
Jon: If you? . wanta look al em now? you can look at em now? n • bring em over to ...

complianc~.

whfrt thty wtrt IOCaltd. Marif hO.f just Jin ishtd tOling as has Dick ; ,ht OIhus

S3

u" still tating.
Marie:
Jon:
Marie:

I

Jon - Do you have those negat ives from the ( pony?) pictures?
Yeah - They're a:1I in your cabinet ((poin/inK ))
((clears throat)) I wish you woulda told (Janie) CU I that's why I sent her down
(cuz/and) Susan wanted em - when she came? - (so she could) BO (if) she took

my roll of film ((Did starts lu go
Marir

Jon:

AS

/Q

k.itchen: Jan ie loo lcing bad( and f Oflh

b~rwun

-((with slight shrug)) Sony - I lold Janie I didn', have time to come in - Janie
didn't ask me that - What Janie asked me was - Can ! get the negative fo:r
Susan', picture - ((br~Olhy )) That meant I had to go through all those negatives
and I was- 1 said " Hey I .h . I don't · tell her I don' t have time to do that right
now"
((Dkk ,urns on kilch~n sid/aua l) )

Jon:
Marie:

Sure ((nodding , ..))
Did you know Susan was here'!

I did the best I could with the information that 1 was given((Diclc r~/urns, stands by tabl~, as if sulcing 10 inUrrupl))
Dick: =((clcQrs throat))
Evan: hehe ((sobbing))

Marie:

I

I did not know =
=um=
.... that you needed to know the logtion of the - film

.h
('f) Janie had co me out and said to me - "Dad will you tell M:Mommy where the
films- are from the pic?lures" I would have said " Yes? Janie"
Well when she's about eight or nine 1 bet she'll be able to do that

I

DADDY MY OUIE IS (HU ::RTING)

((scr~aming))

I

Jon:

I

Janie came out

I didn't know anything

Jon:

Are they «parot.iy

pack.~.d ·1

I
(how) are you trying
MY OUIE is HU::RTING

10

find blame?

I
Jon:

I was BLEE:DING
Evan:
Jon: YOU: are over eighl or nine arc you not?
Marie: Ye:s · and that's exactly what I told her to say?
Jon : Thae's right?
((Diclc is standing IHhind his chair, as if still waiting inu"up' Jon aNI Mo.rU .
loolcing from on~ 10 Ih~ olMr))
Marie: is to find out where the negatives were . SO I could give them to Susan

'0

I

Each thing is in a separate package - and=
Evan:

I
( exaggerate ,,()me kind of )
-they're .11 there n you need In look at the negative ...

I

Dick (iI's) BLEE:ding

(0.2)
Jon:

I? see • Well she didn't she di- she didn ' t give me your messaac-

I

I

(MY) OUIE IS HURTING
- till you find the per?$Oo's

I
Marie:

I'm sorry. - kOly? It's nol my fault. =
a na :pkin? ((n~ar hysuricaJ))

- I want

I

(there arc th irteen?)

Jon:

Evan:
Jon:

Jon:
Evan:

Jon:
Dick:
Jon :
Evan:
Jon:

I

Marie:
Jon:

Well : that's what I'd hafta do (euz I) wasn't able to give em to her

I

Are they all together? • Cuuld J have gone through it?
(0.4)

Jon:
Evan:

I
Marie:

Jon and

Ilrry (olk))

I

Marie :

hh hh ((crying))

this afternoon

Marie:

Evan:

Evan:
Jon: - her (er someth ing/ again )=
Evan: ((crying)) = (1 want a na:?pkin)

((10 Evan)) Why don't you usc someth ing 10 clean it (up/off)
m .Rt

Evan:
Jon:
Marie:

I
Jon:

I

(Dick?)
- in the fonn you asked it
But - did you know Susan was here?
(you know)

1

Jon:

No:?

I didn't know who was here Maric I didn 't know ,what wa~ going on . - 1

(S)

was busy with plumbing
(0.6)

how old

wa~

he Dan'! when lhat happened'!

I

Jon: Is il really ex-strcmcly important to you to prove thai I did something wrong?

Marie:
Jon:

from "Chili Peppers" Story (Example I abon)
Mother:

--

(0.4)
Ion: Is that - Is that
I
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Father:

two

-+

Mother:

(6)

from "Photo Negatives'" Story (Example 4 above)

not cx~ly important ((hal/-hIURh)) nho:

Marie:

important enough to carry it to this: - cxtre1:me

was he even two'!

I wish you woulda told Janie

why I sent

H",h~r~ Ih~ nt>gul;\'l'S wert')) CUZ

thaI's

her down CUI.

(0.4)

At this point, the co-narrator cha/lrnge is cut off by the ('hi/dren's reminding
rheir porents that they are being filmed.
Here, we see Other C()-narrator Jon contest Initial Tener Marie's narrative
perspective by challenging her version of what daughter Janie asked of him. This
challenge escllates until it is rather abruptly cut off-just as the challenge to
Lucy was, in "The Detention," when her parents dismissed the threat Chuck had
posed to her (Chuck: "(Lucy/only if you) get (it) a second and (a) t1]ird and the
fourth? that means you're out right?") and the subject was dropped-thereby
rescuing the c()-narrator target(s) and aborting any further elaboration of con-

trastive explanations.
4,2,2 The Nalure of the Challenge
Challenges differ not only in tcrllls of the target to whom they are directed
(third party or c()-narrator), but also in tenns of the nature and scope of the
challenge, As in the realm of scientific and other scholarly debate, explanations
in stories can be challenged at a factual level, at the level of methodology, andlor
at the level of ideology. (See Laud.n, 1984, for an explication of this tenninology and of the importance of this framework in the sociology of science.)
Laudan stipulates that, in science, the majority of challenges allend to 'mailers of
fact: fewer allend to methodology, and they rarely address ideology. However,
the three domains are interrelated in that an auack on one domain (e.g., claiming
an error in 'fact') may imply an anack on another (e.g., faulty methodotogy).

4.2.2.1 Challenges to 'Mailers of Fact'
In atorlel, challenges to 'matter~ of fact' queM ion claims that some event
happened as recounted or that it is explainable as posited because it is based on
an erroneous claim about, for example, the Selling of the events or the IE itself.
Examples (S) and (6) draw excerpts from two stories we have looked at which
illustrate c()-narrator challenges to 'mailers of fact' involving Selling (in 5) or
Initiating Event (in 6):

-

Jon:

... Janie didn '\ ask me thaI· What Janie asked me was - Can! get
the negative fo:r Susan's picture . ..

Clearly, challenges to 'mauers of fact' can be stated with minimal confrontational import, as in (5), or more defensively and confrontationally, as in (6). In
some cases, a probe of the 'facts' of a Selling which looks nonconfrontational on
the surface may carry a confrontational weight: Chuck's question to Lucy
("Lucy? - you only ever went to it ~ - right?") is, on the surface, but a
question of fact ; however, as a critical factor in establishing the psychological
selling of the Initial Teller, it evokes Lucy 's glaring retort, a sign that she has
registered this 'matter of fact' clarification of Selling as a possible challenge to
her chosen perspective and presentation of self (Goffman, 19S9). In such cases, a
chanenge to 'maner of fact' can have a domino effect, impacting the credibility
of its target and the presentation of her/his methodology and ideology within the
narrative frame.

4.2.2.2 Challenges to Methodology
In stories, challenges to 'methodology' are critiques of how panicu1ar pro
tagonists responded to a particular narrative problem (e.g .. Allempts they mad
to deal with an Initiating Event). Such challenges include critiques of pro
tagonists' psychological 'methods' (their manifest or inferred psychological re
sponses to IEs, to Anempts, and to Conseq~ences) as well as their methods tIu
involve outward actions . The story excerpts in Examples (7) and (8) belo'
illustrate chanenges to methodologies-in (7), to a protagonist's Attempt, tIu
is, 'method' for dealing with an IE and, in (8), to a protagonist's expressed ...
infcrred Internal Responses or psychological 'methods':
(7)
-+

from "The Detention" Story (Example
Lucy:
Mother:

2

above)

I don't think Mrs um Andrews is being fair because um
((high'pi1<h.d)) (1do you?)=

(,
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Father.

=(about what)

I
Lucy:

Mother.
_
(8)

Lucy:

When we were back at school urn - this girl? - she pulled urn Vicky's dress ((puts hand 10 btu)) up ,'here ((ges/ures with Iw.nd
high on chest)) in front of the boys
mhm?
She only - all she did was gel a day in detention

!'rom "Rita's Day OfT" Story
M"rie:

(F. . . mpl. J

abo•• )

J uskct.l Billy's Mom? - Itl h.. ncr with mc1 - fur the two days I did
(the) day care for her - III )(i\lc Rita a day un~!

(0.4)

Jon: Oh yeah?
Marie:

_

Yeah - on Monday? - with pay?

(0.4)
Jon: Why ((sniffs))
Marie:: Why? Well that's what I thought about after I got the response from
Rita. She was like - you know "Forty some hours a week"

! don't

know - il s:ounded like she had worked it all out in her mind - "Forty
fiye hours a week is t<x>: l1Iu:ch work" .h I felt like - (tr-/tumi-) - I
had to kind. hold my temper down because she pushed a button. Instead or somebody - I mean Jdid her a favor . ..

In our dinner story corpus, challenges to (complaints about) protagonists'
methods (e.g ., Mr.;. Andrews's inadequately puni.hing an offender; Rita's inad,·quately appreciating Marie's gestures) are quite common and appear, at least in
I,an. to motivate the storytelling in the first place. Challenges of this son have a
transformative propeny in that they can transform a protagonist's method (e .g.,
!'vir.;. Andrews's assignment of one day's detention) for dealing with some probkmatic IE (the shameful raising of Vicky's skin) into yet another problematic
cyent-a secondary IE (Mr.;. Andrews's unfair methods). In the extreme, this
can lead to very elaborate, multi-episodic (multi-IE) stories. In mUlti-episodic
' tories, such transformations initiate new episodes in the sense that one episode
of a problematic event and ils problematic response is followed by a new episode
In which the problematic response generates new responses which in turn mayor
may not be problematic, and so on.
In the dinner stories in our study, there are a few such multi-episodic stories
hut, more commonly, our stories contain only one episode (i .e ., one IE), and conarrator challenges to a protagonist's method for dealing with an IE entail only
present-drne Reactions to Attempts and Consequences (e.g., co-narrator.;' criliques, at the time of the storytelling, as to how protagonists could or should have
responded) or present-time critiques of Internal Responses to IEs (e.g ., conarraton' projections of what protagonists felt or should have felt). These one" oi.ooe. reaction-oriented challenges to methodology thus tend to moye the
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narralive into the present and sometimes suggest how to handle the problematic
response in Ihe future .
While the challenges to methodology illustrated in (7) and (8) were launched
by Initial Teller.; (Lucy and Marie, respectiyely), our da .. reveal that Other Conarrators can contribute significantly to the co-construction of challenges to

methodology. in both multi-episode and one-episode structures. This propensity
has been well exemplified in (3) and (4) by Jon in his methodological challenges
with and of Marie as well as in (2) by both Lucy's mother and brother. Recall
that, in scripting Lucy's Internal Responses to the initial IE, Lucy's Mother was
voicing Lucy's critique of Mrs . Andrews' methodology ( " you think she should
have gotten suspended"" .. . "you rcally would hayCTIked to kill the
girl" . .. etc .). Without Mother's hype in co-constructing Lucy's challenge, it is
questionable whether Chuck would have heen sufficiently inspired to launch his
own challenge to methodology ("I think'! she should - be: in there for a h-whole
MONTH? or so ... ") and then, in his next turn, to make the pivotal, revelatory
move that would grind the narrati.e and its Initial Teller to a halt.
In the case of "Rita's Day Off," Jon vigorously expands on Marie's scripting
of Rita's Internal Response to the IE, fueling Marie's position by turning her
critique of Rita's pSYChological responses into an If-Then proposition (Jon: Mlf
Rita ... feels she's working too many hours a week? she doesn't belong hereM).
As such, it is the Olher Co-narralor here who fir.;t voices the 'logical consequences' of the narrated psychological response for Rita, thus preempting ihe
Initial Teller (Marie: "That's what 1- that's how I felt especially for the amount of
money she's making") in steering the direction of the challenge.
In "Photo Negatiyes," Jon challenges Marie's methodology through a selfserving hypothesis which 'prOyes' that her method, not he, was the culprit (Jon:
"If Janie had come out and said to me - 'Dad will you tell M:ommy where the
films- are from the pic?tures .. . ' " ... "I would have said 'Yes? Janie' ").
Marie further engages this hypothetical theory-world (Marie: "Well when she's
about eight or nine 1 bet she'll be able to do that") in an apparent drive for selfjustification, implying that she is not to blame for the failure of her methodology.
This backfires, only inciting Jon's abrupt return to the world of the present in hi,
thinly veiled ultimate challenge (Jon: "YOU : are oyer eight or nine are yOll
not?") to Marie's method of sending (too young) a child to relay her message ancI
achieve her ends .
As these slory co-constructions illustrate, challenges to methodology typicall)
address co-narrator.;' perspectives on means and ends. As such, challenges t(
methodology, in both scholarly and eyeryday narrative contexts, entail deepel
value systems and are thus rooted in challenger.;' ideologies.

4.2 .2.3

C/uJII~ng" 10 Id~ology

Challenges to ideology (including yalues and aims) of either third puti.. ()1
co-narrators represent more than just. problem wilh. specific event or response
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"cy reveal an underlying problem with a framing. or interpretation, of the
vent(s) or response(s). As such. challenges to ideology can be seen to have
" nsiderable ramifications . In "Chili Peppers" (I). we see a simple illustration of
01 1 ideological challenge in the response of Oren's mother to his representation of
he chili.eating episode as "funny." Her rcrraming of the events as "not funny: '

account constitutes a draft in an ongoing sc holarly exchange. Each draft impact>
and is impacted by subsequent drafts. In this sense, scholarly activity involVe>
the redrafting of (one's own and others') theories of experience.
We argue here that theories underlying everyday stories may undergo similar
redrafting. OUf transcripts indicate that accounts are not necessarily accepted a:initially told but rather redrafted through the narrative contributions of anothco
family member. A family member brings in new information that Impllcltl)
challenges an initial version of a .story, as Chuck did in "The Detention"; or ,
family member explicitly challenges an initial interpretation of events, as Oren',
mother did in "Chili Peppers," or an initial version of events, as Jon did ir
"Photo Negatives"; or co-narrators unite to reconstruct the protagonist's versior
through a hypothetical reworking of the narrative, as Marie and Jon did i.
"Rita's Day Off."
In "Chili Peppers:' an apparently cut-and-dried redrafting abruptly rejcct:
and supplants the Initial Teller's interpretation of events as "funny" (draft one
with a co-narrator's contrasting perspective on the events as "not funny" (dral
two). This redrafting seems critical or at least useful to Initial Teller Oren"
eventual present-time resolution of the narrative problem, giving him licenseunder the redrafted fr3me of "serious" rather than "funny" -to inflict punish
ment on the narrative culprit, the redraftcr herself, Oren's mother.
In "The Detention:' the first narrative draft presents a narrative theory i
which Lucy is indignant because pulling up Vicky's dress in front of the boys i
far morc offensive a misdemeanor than the principal took it to be. She calls upo
the family ideology to suppon her against the principal and, to varying degrees (
intensity, she receives that suppon: Lucy's stance is validated; the theory stant!
up. In the second draft, implicitly revealed when Chuck provides the Iigh
shedding information about Lucy's own detention , Lucy's stance is in jeopard:
and the first theory loses credibility. A second theory is not stated but implied, i
which Lucy is indignant because the principal gave " this girl" and Lucy It
same amount of detention and Lucy feels the other girl's misdemeanor is f.
worse than her own misbehavior. It is presumably because this secood theol
raises negative implications for a co-present member, a child of the family to 1
defended, that it remains unaniculated. No subsequent verbal evidence of a obi
in stance is manifested by any co-narrators .
In "Photo Negatives," draft one (Marie's draft) presents a narrative perspe
tive in which Janie asked her father where the photo negatives were and h
father refused to supply the needed infomlution. Drafc two (Jon's) prescnlJ a ve
different account in which Janie asked her father to get the negatives for Sus..
and he lIiiaid he was 100 busy to do it at thut time . Jon"s draft challenges Marie
draft on grounds of erroneous facts Mnd /ur methods as he implies in the ensui
discussion that Marie could have come to him directly and been able to correcl
pose the request she sought.
In "Rita's Day Off," two theoretical perspectives on the narrative evenll I

\..' .• serious. presumably resets the lone for the ensuing reconstruction of events
may well factor into Oren's sense of license for his story-ending punishment
'f his mother for the past offenses recounted.
In the stories in our dinner corpus. ideological challenges sometimes arose out
'\ methodological challcnges . Where this occurred in our corpus, the target of
hc challenge tended to be a nonprescnt, third-pany protagonist. These chal,'nges became opponunities for co-narrator.; to affirm their own shared beliefs
,nd values and to contrast them with those of 'others' outside the co-present
:.,mily group. The story of "Rita's Day Off" provides a good «ample of con'asting beliefs and values-for example, about the work ethic-which underlie
nethodological concerns about how a specific situation should have been treated
'Y an outside part)'. For example, Jon's comment "If Rita's working too much
,Old feels she's working too many hours 3 week she doesn't belong here" implies
'hat Rita holds a different work ethic than do Jon and Marie. This difference even
,."arrants Rita's dismissal: if she believes differently. she just doesn ' t belong.
While, in "Rita's Day Off," the co-narrators adhere to similar ideologies, in
Illd

. ,ther stories. co-narrators may not share the same point of view or even the same
hdiefs and values. In such cases. the issue of whether a method is appropriate or
,,"t may not be resolvable unless at least one of the co-narrators shifts from one
,nterpretive framework or ideological paradigm to another-a relatively rare
.",currence which is akin to the potentially 'stormy: revolutionary paradigm
, hifts seen in the world of science (Kuhn, 1962, 1970; Laudan, 1984). In the
,ather simple illustration of perspective-shifting in "Chili Peppers," Oren's
.,doplion of his mother's reframing may be seen to have methodological rami ficalions to the extent that it accounts for the story's retaliatory consequences. The
"Bev" Story in Example (9) will more fully illustrate complex interpretive or
Ideological challenges in a richly multi-episodic (multi-IE) case where the Initial
reller also evidences eventual receptivity to and even acceptance of the conarrator's alternate framing.
~.3

RedralUn&
As ccrnarnton attempt to re-script narratives and provide alternative cJtplanalions. framings andlor outcomes which are more acceptable to their (family)
values and aims. they often give pronr to the adage that "two heads arc bencr
Ihan ooc." In scientific and other scholarly discourse, incongruous perspectives
1m 'facts: methods. or ideologies are the stuff out of which debates are con, tNcted and theories rise and fall. Each challenge bears implications for some
( urrent theory-which is often the reason the challenge is made. Each theoretical
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"xtaposed and both are coUaboralivcly drafted, one draft.(speaking for Rita)
.erving to heighten the co-narralors' mUlual commitment to the other draft (a
Iypothetical, wishful accounl of a world where others would react in keeping
.vilh the co-narrators' shared perspective). Here, redraftings take on the detailed
level of rescriptings of how things would sound in the world of the preferred
Iraft, discourse which would coincide with the world view of the co-narralors
.Ind thus reflect and constitute apprecialion of Ihe family ideology.
The process of redrafting indexes an initial narrative telling as only a

rative. however, Marie brings up that Btv is taking Debbie oul of Marie's day
cart-without honoring a two· wttk notief which is an established policy. This
new information trigger:; a rtunalysis by Jon. one which Marie i"ilially resists
but then defensively on'('pts .

"

This story thus presents a narrative dilemma. ntJmely 'Whot is the meaning of the
$320 Bev handed to Marit? ': Was it an unintended potential overpayment? Or
was it intended as compensation for umoving a child without two klet/cs' flotice?

\ ersion-and not a complete or necessarily accurate version-of the events
,lcscribed. This orientation is similar 10 that often favored in our school system
I iniended to groom children for Ihe world of scholarly practices) whereby a

(9.)

writer's narrative is to be considered as a draft, subject to one or morc revisions
In an ongoing process. In this sense. children who are systematically exposed to
kind of storytelling where co-narrators challenge and revise initial accounts 3rc
heing socialized through everyday (familial) discourse into the rudiments of not
" nly the scientific but also the literacy practices so highly valued in our schools
.Ind our society.
To see just how elaborate story redrafting can be, we tum to our final example, the "Bev" Story in (9) below-a complex narrative that involves several
, tory 'rounds' threaded through 30 minutes of dinnenime talk . It again involves
Marie and Jon as Initial TeUer and Other Co-narrator, respectively. The narrative
displays all the varieties of chaUenges we have discussed above: chaUenges
targeted at third pony and at co-narrator; chaUenges to 'mailers of fact,' meth"dology, and ideology. Until weU into Round 4 of the narrative, the co-narrators'
Iheories are congruenl with one anolh<r and incongruent wilh the story's Ihirdpany protagonist, Bev. However, with Marie's sudden menlion of a critical piece
"f the seRing in the midst of Round 4 (given in Example 9b), Jon is led to
challenge his wife's interpretation of the Initiating Event and, by implicalion, her
lIlelhods for handling that event:
,I

(9)

"ky" Story (excerpts from an g·round story)
Marie (mother)
Jon (father)
Dick (oldest sibling: boy, 8;1)
Janie (target child: girl, 5; 11)
Evan (younger sibling: boy, 3;1)

Marie ;nit;ales this story early on in the dinner and readdresses it numerous
timu throughout dinner and into eltanup, with other ntJrrativts inltrvtning. Bev
is the mother of one of Marie's day,cart childrtn. Whtn Bev came to pick up her
daughur, Debbie, just btfort dinner. sht offertd Marie $320 for day cart.
.Warie inititJlly frames the event as a mistake which would hove meant an overl>lJvment by Bn' but which Marie 'Cau/iht' . In a subsequent round of the ntJr,

Round 1 (7: 17 p.m .) Fo~)(/ has bun
family friend ho."i jusl I~fl .

dislr;bu{~d.

Jon has said grace, and Q

(2.8)
Marie:
Jon:
Marie:
Jon:

Bev walked up? (and/she) handed me three twenty'?
mhm
(0 .6) ((Marie ;.). holding ('urn cob, IlH}king at Jon as sh~ talles»
And I thought she only owed me eighty. - and she said she didn't wane I receiptand I went in and got the: receipt book n: she only owed me ((nodding» eighry=hmmhm .

(0 .4) ((Marit kttp .• nodding yts))
Marie:
Marie:

n she was real happy about that
(1.0) ((Mari~ starts 10 ~at corn , thtn Jtops))
She says "No no no no no:: J don 'c need a receipt.·'

(0.8)
Dick: Mom (did Bey) .

<!E!)

I
Marie:
Marie:

Dick:

(and just hands me three twenty)
(2.0) ((sounds of ~v~ryon~ ~uling CUrti un Ih~ cob))
I - took my book out though - cuz she haedly ~ - makes mista :h:kcs ((laughing)) - I thought maybe I wrote it wrong but I went back and got three receipcs
((IQ Iht

cal)) (N:ah::)

I
Marie:
Jon :
Marie:
Dick:

and they all were
mhm = in - you know - what do you call that?
Daddy ? (is the· the) cal's still hungry.

I
Jon :
Marie:

I

consecutive order?
Yeah

(0.6)
Jon: (Cat) are you hungry· Has he been (fed) today? .
In this first draft, Inilial Teller Marie presents her theory of the IWTIlive
problem underlying the Initialing Event (portrayed as Bev's overpayin, bet); she
also describes her own Internal Responses to that event and her ARempll to deal
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, 'th it-as being those of a virtuous business woman . Despite Marie's efforts to
" volve Jon (through her own repair initiation). he is only marginally involved in
(\lund I. That changes dramatically when Marie laler brings up other news about
Icv:

(9b)

Round 4 excerpt (7:35 p.m.)

W"('f~in

Jon ;s ~/aboraling on

Q

rdOled story

.. . ((in quitt. pro/tssoriallon(', Knluring with hand)) We're living in a culture
whe:re it seems appropriate? - a:nd even gratifying - fo do something and to get
something that you weren', supposed to
(0.4)

:-v1 .. ric:

Yea:h I-I would have felt I would have fell real gralified if I hadn'ov-

I
Jon:
Marie:
Jon:

~dy at the grocery market gives you?
·checked my receipt book Ith"u~ht=
- if the lady at the grocery marL:cl overpays you something

(Marie?)
=no: consideration - (whether I had to make/without ever)

I
Jon:

which MQri~ has brought up ahoul 8~v's having r~c~iI,I('d unwarranted insuranu benefits aluT an auto accidml. Ihu", showing 8(''1 to be unscrupulollS. Did SlaMS nut 10 Jon throughout, lisuning intult/y. looking
bode aruJ/emh/rom Mom to Dud lI.f /hq talk . Mari(' hU.fJinhhtd ('a/inN and
Jon has jl4l flnj."h~d: uniy Juni,. i ... still t'(Ifin1( .
Jon:

Jon:
Marie:

Jon :

((wiping mouth))
She did .:lIth.t when she paid you the throe: hundred
and twenty dollars She didn'l do Ihal by mistake
((Mar;~ with hand 10 mouth, r~f1ectill~: JQni~ 8~1S up and gMS 10 litcM"))
She wanted to sec how you felc aboul it n she felt she owed you

-

I

No: wa:y -

((shaking hMd and harul to say No)) no: nonono - no

I
Jon :
Marie:

Oh no? You don't think so1
No she thought she had not paid me for the month of June -

I
Jon:
Marie:
Jon:
Marie:

Oh ((lightly))
and she's paying me fro:m=
-eh=
=the firsl week of Ju:nc

Jon :
Jon:

-

I would read it
Oh (ehlyeah)

I

(if) she hands me three hundred and twenty bucks I'm gonna

Marie:

to :: - the? - the ending - the third

(accept yeah)

Marie:
Jon:

you're supposed to think "Hey: thai's great" and walk out the ((laughing))
sto?:re n "She gave me back - .h twenty dollars 100: much? cuz she musl've
thought I gave her a fifty"
mhm
you know .h and you're not supposed (0 con~der yer-

I
Marie:
Jon:

nun

consider whether or not that comes out of her pay if the drawer doesn' t balance-

Marie:
Jon:

Marie:

Jon:

Dick:

pa~t?

-at the end of the night? .h or whcther it's the elhic - RIGHT Ihing to do is to say
"Hey lady you - you: - gave me too much money"=
-well: you know what=
-it'll-- that's nol in anymore It's gone 10 even to the extreme1
you know what thou :gh - I started questioning was - thepoints ind~~ finga to Jon , ~/bow on tab/~))
-face she gave me - no -!!Qtice - she just called up? after the accident and said.
Yeah .... m not coming anymore"

((Mari~

Marie:
Jon:

I

I

(

)

You had said thai she never made a mistake in the
though (didn ' t you) She: was alw:IY' very - good about that

hhhh ((sigh in r~spons~ to b~ing i8nor~d?))
((with iruiu fingu point~d out)) No - she: she's made ~ mistake in the pa5t-oh oh huhuh ((slight nod y<s))

I
Marie:
Jon :

but her record i:s - very few mistakes? ((rois~dfin8u mOIl~s Jr.orizOIIIally
10 ;ndka/~ 8~v 's u('ord OIlU lim~))
hmhm (okay) ((nodding y<s))

I
Marie:
Jon:
Marie:

When! went to make out (the/ her) rccci :pt? she was ~ing tbc:- my
calendar
mmhm:
and I didn't understand what she was say '!ing as far as - u:m she wanted to bring
Debbie back - This is another point that she brought up

I

I
Marie:

"ThaI's it" - no - no two wceks' pay - nol=

or

I
Dick:
Marie:
Jon:

I
(I know)

((to Dad))

Jon:

I
Marie:

I

Marie:

I mean - it's like if the

Marie:

Jon:
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((JUlli~

Marie:

She wanted to bring Debbie back=-

in

iilC'h~n . cross~s

10 sink))

lan:
Marie:
Janie:

Dick: (Let's go oUlSidc and play)

=Whatcha doin Janie?
(forI in) a couple of weeks?::::
z::

um - just washing my hands .

In this round, just prior to the excerpt in (9b), Marie has told of an incident
which reveals Bev to be someone who takes advantage of others, and Jon quickly
rallies to the cause of aligning himself with Marie against Bev's comportmentagainst both Bev's mel hods and the associated ideology, Marie and Jon contrast
their own methodological and ideolugical perspective-on honesty and cheatang-with the one attributed to Bey. one which they perceive as unfairly prevailing in the world outside.
In the throes of Jon's elaboratel:o-construction of the ideological frame for
their characterization of Bey, Marie suddenly introduces a critical element of the
Setting for the $320 (Initiating Event): she brings up the fact that Bev is taking
her daughter out of day care without the mandated 2-wcek notice. This mention
undennines Marie's first explanation of the $320 (in much the same way that
Chuck's question undennines Lucy's presentation in the "Detention" Story,
namely, by uncovering a critical missing piece of Setting-see Ochs, Smith, &
Taylor, 1989), It inadvertently recasts the 'honest businesswoman' of Round I
as, instead, a 'sucker' (whom Bev took advantage of), Jon uses this infonnation
to fonnulate another theory of the meaning of the $320, a theory which implies
Maric's naivete-and which Marie flatly rejects-at least during this round.
Round 6 (in 9c below) reveals, however, that Jon 's poinl has registered and that
Marie is nagged by the possibility of" hole in her theory of the meaning of Bev's
S320,

Jon : l don't autom;uically assume ,h "We:1I it's not the right thing to do" I( 1 were 10
do that e· I would be saying in the fi~1 place I should never have mentioned ite
((Jani~ t,av,s th, Iabl" h,ads Jor U\'illK room too))
Jon : =1 should never have set the policy ir I didn'l believe in it If I thought it was - a
hardship on peoplc t shouldn'a broughl it up? - shoulda kept my mouth shul-.h If
t say there's two weeks' notice required - I automatically charge em (or two
weeks' notice without thinking twice'! about it I say and j- "If you-you need .
Your pay will include till such and such a date because of the Iwo neck-weeks'
notice that's requ ired ," l:f THE:Y rcd hardship it's on thei:r part ((gtslurinx
~mphalkall)' wilh his Jwndj')) - it's · THEIRS to say "Marie I really? - you know
- I didn't expeci Ihis 10 happen 'n I'm ((softly)) sorry I didn't give you two
weeks' notice but it was really un - IIovuidable" • .Il:nd you can say "We:1l - okay
I'll split the difference with you· (il\ hl:U'-) a ~ week's notice"
(

MW'ie:

Round 6 excerpt (7:40 p,m,) b'~ry(}n~ hasfinish~d ~ulinR. Ih~ kids hav~
ROlun down from Ih~ tab/~. uml £l'an. Ih~ J.y~(lr.(}ld. heu just r~m~mlHud
lhal Dad had promiud th~m ia cr~am if th,y al~ u Rood dinner, Mari~ has
,ncourag,d Ih, kids 10 chanl "Huag,n Dozs Huug~n DaIS" o'V~r and over
unlil Jon agrus 10 lak.~ liI,mfor Ih, ic~ cuam. AI th~ h~ighl o/Ihis activity.
Marie abrupt(v r~'urns 10 Ih, "nr~soll'~d no"al;v~ probl,m in Ihe "B~v"

(

and then they

(st·if) they push it
(

-

Marie: = wi - in one (instance) {(pointing 10 JOII)) she owed me that money - but I just
didn't feel right? taking it on that (principle because) she (wanted) - she thought
she was =
Jon :
Marie:

well you're - you
({Mari(' bl'Kins Iwirlillg ('urn ('ob us ,\I/t' tulles))
=paying it for something that (she didn't )

I
You: give her the money and then you leI it bother
you then - you· then you gec all ups - ~ct (you'll) You'll be upset for weeks

I
Marie:
Marie:

Dick:

Story:

No no no
I'm .!!.Q! upset - it's just =
((from outsid" about tht Jog)) =Janie'! - go get Spot oul
(0.4) ((Marit plops ('ob down . raps l(ltud:/u on lab/~))
(

((head on hand, ,Ibow on ,obi,)) You know . Jon ! verbally did tell Bev two
weeki' no11ice Do you think I shouldov stuck to Chat? or Uo have/just) done what
I did
(0.8) ((k.ids standing by lubl, hl'/Wun Mom and Dad))
Jon: When J uy something I stick to it. unless she: - s. bring5 it up, If! set a policy _
(you know/and I) - and - (hey accept that policy - .h unless '"
((Did ~Rins ItJ Munel' boll. wuWnR IlIwtlrd liv;n/( ffHlm ulong ""';Ih £\'un))
Jon: -they have relilson to chang.e it :md and "y somcthin,? 1 do noc change it _

Marie:

1-

see you know in one way-

Jon:

Jun :
(9c)

M
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Janie:
Marie:

((/rom living room 0"0))
Why:?
I guess I just wish 1 would have s:aid - I'm!!Q! upset with what happened I just
wanted · I think I - would feel bener ir J had said something

In this draft, Marie asserts at the outset that she had explicitly told Bev of the
two weeks' notice (an additional detail of the new Setting) and further implies
that, at the time Bev gave her S320, she did think about the two weeks' notice (a
new psychological response to the drafts of Rounds 4 and 6), This once again
recasts her rejection of the 'excess' money, this time as • conscious act (out of
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compassion or lenience) rather Ihan unconscious (as in ~ing suckered). These
redraflings of the Sening and psychological response are offered as Marie's
Jefense of her presenlalion of self (as nol such a 'sucker') and an anempled
reestablishment of her 'honest businesswoman' persona (Marie: "I just didn't

leel right . . ."). She redefines Ihe narralive problem as whelher or nol she
, hould have taken Ihe money when Bcv allegedly Ihoughl Ihe money was 10 pay
lor something else . After Jon's lengthy challenge to Marie's inlerpretive frame
and her melhod of handling Bev, Marie comes around to Jon's perspeclive, i.e . ,
'hat Ihe appropriale response to Bev's handing over S320 should have been 10
remind Bev of the two weeks' notice policy and to take the money on that

principle. Jon and Maric's reconstruction of the narrative problem exemplifies.

I,,, us, a paradigmalic redrafting of Marie's initial Iheory 10 a differenl, more
" xplanatorily adequale Iheory of narrative evenls (see Ochs, Smilh, & Taylor,
1~89).

4.4 Seholarly Overtones of Family Storytelling
We have exemplified here, in our analysis of five narralives from Ihree differenl
I.milies, how theories and mulliple perspectives on past experiences are posiled,
challenged, and redrafted through the activity of dinnertime co-narration. Such
,1I':livity-especially when it is as elaborate as the "Bev" Story-is metacog·
lIitive in the sense that co-narrators call into question and thereby recontextualize

'heir own Ihinking aboul 'maners of fact: melhodology, or ideology. Such
narrative activity is also metalinguistic in the sense that co-narrators reconlexlualize stories as challengeable versions of personal experience and co·critique,

Iccast, and rescript the language of prolagonisls and selves. In Ihese ways,
lamily storytelling at dinner bears a striking similarily to scholarly dialogues in
which narratives of impcnional experience are constructed, critiqued, and recon·

, tructed. It may appear thaI scholarly narralives are challenged and redrafted on
,he basis of careful observalion or logical reasoning, whereas everyday narratives
" f personal experience are no!. The cxamples of family storytelling we have
presented, however, indicate 10 us Ihat observalion (e.g., "Lucy? you only ever
went to it ~ - right?") and logic (e.g., "I should never have set Ihe policy if I
,Iidn't believe in it If I thought it was - a hardship on people I shouldn 'a brought il
up - shoulda kept my mouth shut - if! say Ihere's two weeks' notice required - I
;,utomatically charge em for two weeks' notice without thinking twice? about it")
play an important role in challenges to initial versions. In this sense, the dialogic
reworking of scholarly and everyday 1heories have common properties.
Both scholars and the co-narrators of our dinner stories draw on diverse bits
,lOd pieces of gradually unfolding infonnation to construct positions or theories

"I' what did or did not happen . To elevate Ihe cognitive processes that posil and
"valuate scholarly theories and dlsmis., those that posit and evaluate everyday
,hoories would be a disservice to both , mystifying the realm of scholardom and
underappreciating how family and olher everyday discourse practices socialize
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megacognitive, metalinguistic processes as instincts that scientists and other

scholars depend on. The two realms are not so far apart.
S. THEORY-BUILDING AND FAMILIARITY
Our analysis suggests to us that the promotion of meaningful investigative.

Iheory-building discourse may benefit from. if not require, something of the
same almosphere which fosters everyday collaborative storytelling. We propose
Ihat complex storytelling in which perspectives are challenged and redrafted
collectively is more likely to occur where co-narrators are familiar with one
another andlor the narrative events than where co-narrators are socially distant.

In the world of personal relationships, familiars include family and friends. III
the world of scholarly relationships, familiars include members of one's field,
one's laboratory, one's depanment, or one's seminar. (We would not include
large, anonymity-inducing courses.)
Indeed, elementary and secondary schools may face a severe handicap in
trying 10 instill scholarly processes of Iheory·building, critiquing, and redrafting
if Ihe environmenl of inslruction lacks Ihe familiarity that is characteristic of
more intimate family or even university research settings. While Vygotsky at·
tributed to schools a vital role in socializing 'scientific concepts' and the pro.

cesses of evalualion , crilique, and redrafling (Vygotsky, 1986), our present
schools may have lost a familiarity necessary for sludents to undertake meaningful engagement in these processes. In other words, size of the co-narrating

and co-cognizing group may be inversely relaled to Ihe facilitation of theorybuilding and deconstrucling.
In bolh personal and scholarly domains. familiars may share considerable
knowledge of the subjecl mailer under narr"tion and oflen extensive personal
knowledge about one anolher. Moreover, while challenging anolher's version of
a narrative is always face-Ihrealening, familiars-at least in certain cultW'eS and
subcuhures-have grealer license 10 make such challenges . In Ihis sense, familiar relationships have the polentiallo be complex linguistically and cognitively as
well as socially. If this is the case, Ihen we musl relhink sociolingUistic and
educational dichotomies which portray Ihe familiarity of friendship, home, and
highly contexlualized narralive activity as a breeding ground for restricted codes,
egocentric discourse, and concrete, 10w·level thinking and which. conversely,

ponray socially dislanl relalionships and decontexlualized sellings (e.g. , those of
schooling and literacy) as a breeding ground for elaborated codes, sociocentric
discourse. and abstract, meta-level thinking.

Our narralive data has led us 10 posit instead that shared background Icnowledge and inlerpersonal bonds of trust and afl'ect, whelher al home or in 0Iher
sellings, may very well propel multiple perspeclive-taking, theory building and
other complex cognitive skills, whereas more distant personal and professional
relationships may very well inhibit the development of these skills. Inlerlocutors
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who are unfamiliar with one another and the background ll'!aterialto each other's

yond the family. First, storytelling is only one type of narrative activity which
families and peer groups share and which olfers the possibilities for theory-

... tories may not have an equal license to jump in and challenge one another's
... tory line-the equal of familiars. that is. Hence the hesitancy to challenge in an
academic setting when the would-be challenger does not fcel in command of the

rull history of the theory in question.
Many storytellers may choose not to engage unfamiliar interlocutors in expounding theory and evaluating multiple perspectives in the first place, if they
Itave to first present an extensive amuunt of background knowledge as a foundation for others' narrative involvement. Shared knowledge of narrative terminology and protagonists (often captured in reduced, shorthand linguistic
references) may facilitate the airing of troublesome narrative problems because
mterlocutors can bypass relevant background details and get right to the narrative
problem at the heart of their concerns . In these ways. the familiarity that derives
from group membership and shared knowledge is a context that promotes com-

plex cognitive and linguistic activity.
Another way of looking at the relation between familiarity. thinking. and

language behavior is to see familiar relationships as being constituted by such
l'omplex cognitive and linguistic activity as is involved in co-narration (see also

building that we have evidenced in this article . We are especially interested in the

parallels for perspective-taking and theory-making which are alforded in planning-the future-time counterpart of storytelling in that it too represents a problem-centered narrative activity. We have observed in our dinner corpus (and will

develop in a later article) how everyday planning also serves as an important
medium for socializing the kinds of skills described here .
Second, dinnertime is obviously only one of the many activity contexts that
constitute family discourse and family life. A fuller ethnography of narrative
activity is warranted to more accurately asse ss when. where. how. and to what
extent collaborative drafting and redrafting of narrative theories of personal
experience takes place in the lives of families . One interesting candidate is that of
carpooling. e .g .. one parent taking kids to and from school-an activity which
has been cited as having substituted at least in some families for dinnertime as the
prime opponunity space for storytelling, planning, and other co-nl.lT8live ac~
tivity." Given this recognition of alternative opportunity spaces. dinnertime is

Mandelbaum, 1987). This does not necessarily mean that familiar relationships
will always be so constituted. It is up 10 the family, the friendship, the laboratory,
the seminar, and the school to so constitute themselves. and some groups do so
more readily than others. But for many. the shared experience of co-narration is
critical to their relationships and the instantiation and ongoing reconstitution of
their familiarity.

nonetheless potentially special as a time of the day when most or all family
members can see one another after having been apart for many hours, when each
has a relatively 'captive' audience for as long as either hunger or family tndition
or compliance structure keeps them clustered . and when, as a result, reports and
stories about the ' old' day (what has happened since leaving the house in the
morning) are initiated, and agendas and plans for 'new', that is, future, days are
negotiated.
In this sense, in the United States and in certain other societies, dinnertime is

6. CONCLUSIONS

a critical environment for the socialization and acquisition of narrative compe·
tenee, a competence we claim underlies scientific and other scholarly language

We have suggested in this article that, at a very mundane level of narrative

activity. We believe that we have probably captured in our corpus the most

activity that is available within every family, there is a daily message-to adults
as well as to children-regarding the approach to 'fact' and to theory which is
sanctioned in that family: The message is embedded in the family's response to
story explanations. The challengeability of those explanations. whether guarded
(i .e . • preserving explanations as 'facl") or exploited (i .e . . recasting 'fact' as but a
version of reality), socializes co-narrators into a panicular view of the world, of
cognition. of social interaction. of interdependence. of limits . and of the value of

productive family activity context in which day-to-day co-narrative possibilities
are being explored, theories developed, and challenges launched. The more we
look at dinnertime the morc impressed we are with its potential for involving
children in collaborative storytelling activity that promotes theory-buHdinl. perspective-taking. and other facets of analytic thinking. A personal outcome of our

multiple perspectives and the weighing of alternatives . Recognizing that narrative activity plays this important role in theory-building and critiquing is important as well to a fuller understanding of how narrative acquisition takes place. We

posit that there is at least the potential that children silting around a dinner table
listening to and collaborating in such storytelling theory-building are being socialized into the rudiments of scholarly discourse .
The ramifications of our claim that storytelling promotes theory-building and
socializes theory-making skills go b.:yond stories, beyond dinnertime, and be-

study is thus a heightened appreciation for family dinnertime as a precious
opportunity space that blocks out time for families to build and evaluate theories
together, socializing cognition through language.
More important yet is our heightened appreciation for the role and potential of
the family (vis-A-vis the school)-to engage ' novices' and 'experts' alike in I
complexity of collaborative cognition that has too long been thought to be untutored without schooling per se . It is our perspective that the procedural framework for theory-building on which to hang any matter of theoretical COIItent,
academic or otherwise. is probably scalfolded so early on that this familial conarrative activity deserves to rank alongside storybook reading, etc. , as essential
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contributions from the home environment to children's success in scholastic
tasks. We suspect that families thcm«lves-and schools:"'-may well underestimate the value of everyday co-narrative activity in nurturing the kinds of perspective-taking and theory-building skills we have portrayed as protoscientific.
Eodnot..
I. Whac we know about (he collaoor:Jtivc nature of spoken discourse in scientific
settings is primarily the product of cthno~raphic inlcrvicws and notctaking ralher than of
convcrulion-analytic procedures (i.e . • taping and tranKribing spontaneous interaction
within laboratory seuings). However. Lynch's (1985) imponunt study of agreement in

scientific laboratories suggests for us Ihe pervasive nalure of co--construclion and especially of co-constructcd narrative activity in these academic niches as well as in fami·
lies. Given the paucity of studies such as Lynch's. the comparisons we propose in this
anicJe between the organization of talk in and outside of scientific contexts are necessarily
tentative until further, more detailed documentation of, for example, scientific lab talk is
available. To this end. a research project under the din:ction of E. Ochs, funded by the
Spencer Foundation, is currently undenaking the videorecording and linguistic analysis of
scientific labontory intel'¥tions .
2. With regard to SES, we have come to see the need to take into account much more
than our original criteria (families cither eaming over S40,OOO/year or under
S20,OOO/year) and as a resuh we have revised our original 'bipolar' SES categories to lake
into consideration family income. education. and occupation of the parents. and education
and occupation of the mother's parents . As a result, in Table I. we have grouped the
families into 3 SES categories-High. Middle. and Low. Funhennore. as Table I also
indicates, in our sample. SES differences entail more Ihan these criteria of income.
education, and occupation. For example. in comparison with Low SES families . there are
fewer siblings in High SES families. and fathers are more often prescnt at High SES
family dinners.
3. Each panicipating family volunteered for the study in response to flyers or word of
mouth and received a nominal remunenllion .
4. Preece (198') has done an impor1;mt and interesting study of the narrative activity
of a particular type of carpool situation. with three children from different families
alternately driven by one of their parent!>. focussing on the narrative acquisition skills of
the children. More parallel to our .tudy uf inlrafamilial co-narration would be the .ituation
where one or more children of one family arc driven by a parent to school or to an
extracurricular activity. One citation of the increasingly imponant role of such activity in
some famili.. come. from a CBS Sunday Segment (8114 /88) on the .laIU, of the American family dinner. where one interviewed mother claimed Chat dinner was hopeless as a
time to convene with her children and that she had come 10 sec caHravet time as her
prime time for eo-narrating with her kids.
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